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Qiankai Liu,‡a Jie Zhang,‡a Pengcheng Sun,‡ab Jianping Wang,a Wei Zhao,a

Guolong Zhao,a Ni Chen,a Yinfei Yang,a Liang Li,a Ning He,a Zuankai Wangc

and Xiuqing Hao *a

Due to its appeal in the merit of no external energy input, the passive surface is widely considered to be an

ideal platform for liquid transportation. Despite the considerable progress attained, achieving long-range

and high-speed liquid transport on a passive surface remains challenging due to several inherent

difficulties, such as the insufficient driving force and undesired energy dissipation. Here, we overcome

these limitations by proposing a cellular design of wettability pattern (CWP). This CWP is composed of

cells with a wettability gradient and a cascaded super-hydrophilic divergent channel, where the cells are

seamlessly interconnected with each other through the channel. Utilizing the enhanced driving force

and reduced energy dissipation endowed by the special wetting and geometrical design, the proposed

CWP can spontaneously transport a water droplet over a distance of 100 mm, the longest distance ever

reported, with a high average velocity of ∼92 mm s−1. We demonstrate experimentally and theoretically

that the transport distance can be further enhanced by tailoring the wettability gradient. Using

a predefined CWP, we also achieve on-demand liquid manipulation. We envision that our cellular design

will find numerous applications in materials science, interfacial chemistry, and biomedical research.
1. Introduction

Liquid transport has practical applications in numerous elds,
such as microuidics, water harvesting, and heat transfer
devices.1–7 Liquid transport is mainly classied into active and
passive transport. However, the complex manufacturing tech-
nology and inherent energy waste hinder the application of
active liquid transport.8–13 On the other hand, as it does not
require any external energy input, the passive surface is widely
considered to be an ideal platform for liquid transport. Through
natural selection, some animals and plants have evolved unique
functional surfaces for liquid passive transport. These include
the reed leaf,14 pitcher plant,15 cacti,16,17 Sarracenia,18 and spider
silk.1 The exceptional passive transport characteristics of these
structures are induced by the asymmetry of the chemical
components or morphology, which breaks the symmetricity of
the contact line and thus generates the driving force for liquid
ering, Nanjing University of Aeronautics &
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transportation.19–28 Taking inspiration from these natural
phenomena, many researchers have conducted in-depth studies
on liquid transportation.18,25,29,30 For instance, based on the
ultrafast water harvesting and transportation mechanism of
Sarracenia trichome, Chen et al. reported the fabrication of
articial bio-inspired hierarchical microchannels via photoli-
thography. These channels could achieve continuous water
harvesting with an average velocity va of up to ∼7 mm s−1 and
a maximal transportation distance Lmax of up to ∼13 mm.18

Inspired by the grooved structures of the rice leaf and the
wedge-shaped structures of the shorebird beak, Lu et al. re-
ported a wedge-shaped grooved nanotextured slippery liquid-
infused porous surface to conne the droplet footprint and
squeeze the droplet in order to obtain a Laplace pressure
difference for continuous self-driven droplet transport.25

Although continuous self-driven transportation has been
successfully demonstrated in biomimetic channels, it is still
affected by numerous disadvantages, including limited trans-
portation velocity and short transportation distance. To
enhance droplet transportation, patterned surfaces have been
widely adopted due to the strong driving force induced by the
Laplace pressure difference.16,31–40 For instance, Zheng et al.
proposed a method based on a vein-like shape to realize the
directional transportation of water on a super-hydrophobic
surface38 (Lmax z 40 mm, va z 20 mm s−1). However, for
a single-wedge-shaped wettability pattern, when drops are
transported to the end of the pattern, the terminal size of the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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pattern for long-distance transportation is large. This leads to
a sharp decrease in the inner Laplace pressure difference, which
implies that the single-wedge-shaped channel cannot be used
for long-distance transportation. Furthermore, Song et al.
developed a patterned surface with a serial-wedge-shaped
channel, which is composed of several single-wedge-shaped
channels connected in series.41 Different from the trans-
portation on the single-wedge-shaped channel, a sufficiently
high inner Laplace pressure difference and a high trans-
portation velocity can be maintained for long-distance droplet
transportation. Furthermore, the width of the wide side of the
channel is independent of its length, which is benecial to
reduce the mass loss caused by spreading transportation and
enhance the transportation distance. Specically, once a drop
moves to a junction of the serial-wedge-shaped channel, the
drop encounters energy barriers induced by the hysteresis effect
and thus decelerates rapidly, and its transportation distance is
thus considerably limited.

Further, to help drops pass smoothly through junctions,
additional drive methods have been introduced into channels
as a viable idea to improve droplet transport performance. For
instance, Feng et al. developed a multi-conical wettability
gradient surface, which could signicantly improve the water
collection efficiency.42 Specically, when drops move to the
junctions of multiple cones, they pass smoothly due to the
combined action of the Laplace pressure difference and the
wettability gradient. The establishment of a wettability gradient
induced by a surface energy gradient is an approach that has
been widely used for drop transportation. However, the trans-
portation performance is poor if the wettability gradient is used
as the sole driving force.21,43–47 Therefore, conical or wedge-
shaped channels have been combined with the wettability
gradient by some researchers to optimize the droplet trans-
portation capacity.48–50 For instance, Li et al. realized a wetta-
bility gradient (from 64.6° to 18.6°) in a wedge-shaped pattern
on a copper substrate using the mask technique and chemical
etching, which resulted in a drop transportation distance of up
to 21.6 mm and an average transportation speed of 0.53 mm
s−1.49 Rossegger et al. realized a wettability gradient (from 97° to
19°) in a wedge-shaped pattern on a photopolymer surface
using the mask technique and irradiation, and the combination
of the wettability gradient and the wedge-shaped structure
enabled a rapid and directed movement of water droplets (2 mL)
over a reasonable distance (up to 10 mm).50 Though many
different water transport strategies have been proposed, they
result in either a low velocity or a short transportation distance,
which hinders the application of water transport in practical
settings. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a surface that can
achieve long-range, directional, and high-velocity drop
transportation.

In this study, a cellular design of wettability pattern (CWP),
which is composed of a cascaded super-hydrophilic divergent
channel and a gradient hydrophobic background consisting of
cells with a wettability gradient, was fabricated through laser
irradiation. This scheme enables ultralong directional drop
transportation spontaneously with a high velocity. Specically,
the motion of a single drop on the CWP can be considered to be
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
analogous to the motion of a car on a periodic downhill and
uphill track, and the effect of the gradient hydrophobic back-
ground is similar to that of lowering the gear for a car moving
uphill, which improves the driving force. Before preparing the
CWP, we studied the inuence of the laser scanning speed on
the wettability, and the results regarding the preparation of
gradient hydrophobic backgrounds are provided. Based on
these experimental results, an appropriate gradient hydro-
phobic background was prepared, and a streamlined cascaded
divergent channel was fabricated on it to form the CWP. A
cascaded divergent channel on a uniform hydrophobic back-
ground (CDU) and a streamlined cascaded divergent channel on
a uniform hydrophobic background (SDU) were also fabricated
for comparison. The inuence of the main parameters of the
cascaded divergent channels and the gradient hydrophobic
backgrounds on the transportation behavior at junctions was
systemically studied. Furthermore, the effect of the average
wettability gradient k on the drop transportation distance was
explored, which is expected to enable the achievement of long-
distance drop transportation. We envision that our cellular
design will nd broad applications in materials science, inter-
facial chemistry, and biomedical research.
2. Experimental section
2.1. Sample preparation

Before fabrication, a 6061 aluminum alloy sheet (120 mm ×

20 mm × 5 mm) was rst cleaned ultrasonically in absolute
ethanol for 10 min. The processing of the surfaces consisted of
two steps. In step one, the metal surface was hatched in both
horizontal and vertical directions through direct laser writing,
and this process was performed separately at the same scanning
speed and at a gradient scanning speed. Subsequently, the
engineered surface was immersed in a uorinated solution
(0.8 wt%, PFDTS, Sicong Chemical, China) for 10 min to
decrease the surface energy and thus form uniform and
gradient hydrophobic backgrounds, respectively. In step two,
we prepared the cascaded divergent channel and the stream-
lined cascaded divergent channel on the uniform hydrophobic
background (CDU and SDU, respectively) and fabricated
a streamlined cascaded divergent channel on the gradient
hydrophobic background (CWP). Notably, a gradient hydro-
phobic background consists of multiple cells seamlessly con-
nected, where the contact angle inside each cell is the same, and
the contact angle of the background decreases discretely along
the transportation direction due to the decrease in the contact
angle of the cells. The fabrication process of the CWP is shown
in Fig. S1,† and the manufacturing process of the CDU and the
SDU is similar to that of the CWP. The fabrication of CWPs with
different average wettability gradients (k = 0, 0.20, 0.30, and
0.35° mm−1) was achieved using different laser scanning
speeds. The detailed laser parameters are shown in Tables S1
and S2.† Laser ablation was achieved using a nanosecond laser
(SK-CX20, Sanke laser, China) with a wavelength of 1064 nm,
a pulse width of 200 ns, a maximum power of 20 W, and
a frequency ranging from 20 to 100 kHz.
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 10164–10173 | 10165
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2.2. Characterization

The surface morphology and three-dimensional (3D) prole
were obtained using scanning electron microscopy (SEM,
Quanta250FEG, FEI, US) and the confocal microscopy unit of
a 3D Optical Proler (Sneox, Sensofar, Spain), respectively. The
surface chemical analysis was performed via energy-dispersive
spectroscopy (Quanta 250 FEG, FEI, US). A Rhodamine B
solution (1 wt%, Red, C28H31ClN2O3, Sinopharm, China) was
used to measure the surface wettability and for the
self-transport experiments. The contact angles and sliding
angles of the drops were measured using a contact angle meter
(OCA25HTV, Dataphysics, Germany), and each measurement
was conducted at ve different positions. The drop volume
used in these measurements was 5 mL. Before the self-transport
experiments, the channels needed to be pre-wetted, which was
done to exclude the inuence of the capillary phenomenon on
droplet transport. Thus, a few drops (the volume of each drop
was 5 mL) were dropped in advance to cover the super-
hydrophilic groove. In addition, in the liquid identication
experiment, four liquids to be identied were placed in four
reservoirs in advance, and then an indicator (a 25 mL drop) was
continuously transported from the starting end to the four
reservoirs. The four liquids were a glucose solution (2 wt%,
Colorless, C6H12O6, Sinopharm, China), deionized water
(Colorless), a sodium hydroxide solution (3 wt%, Colorless,
NaOH, pH > 13, Sinopharm, China), and an indigo carmine
solution (1 wt%, Blue, C16H8N2Na2O8S2, Sinopharm, China),
which was used as the indicator in the identication experi-
ment. The optical images were captured using a commercial
camera (Sony a7, Japan) equipped with a microlens
(SEL90M28G, Sony, Japan).
3. Results and discussion

To explore a surface that enables high-performance drop
transportation, three surfaces have been designed, including
CDU, SDU, and CWP. Fig. 1(a) shows the design concept of
surfaces, which all consist of super-hydrophilic channels and
hydrophobic backgrounds. A cascaded super-hydrophilic
divergent channel on a uniform hydrophobic background
(CDU) is proposed for long-distance liquid transportation.41

This channel is different from the single-wedge-shaped
channel,51–54 where liquid residue appears on the trans-
portation path. However, drops can be easily blocked at the
junctions of the channel due to the large hysteresis resistance
force generated by the rapid changes in the channel width. To
reduce this force at the junctions, we developed a streamlined
cascaded super-hydrophilic divergent channel with curved
joints on a uniform hydrophobic background (SDU) by tuning
the geometrical parameters. In this channel, the transportation
distance of droplets is slightly increased. Furthermore, a CWP
was fabricated using a laser, which is composed of a cascaded
super-hydrophilic divergent channel and a gradient hydro-
phobic background consisting of cells with a wettability
gradient. The transportation capacity of the CWP is higher than
that of other reported structures due to the combined action of
10166 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 10164–10173
the Laplace pressure difference and the wettability gradient, as
shown in Fig. 1(c).

For the CWP, the motion of a single drop on the surface can
be considered to be analogous to the motion of a car on
a periodic downhill and uphill track, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The
drop rst accelerates in the wedge-shaped region because of the
Laplace pressure difference, which is similar to the downhill
motion of the car. As the drop is transported to a junction, it
decelerates rapidly due to the energy barrier, and the wettability
gradient force generated by the gradient hydrophobic back-
ground aids the drop in smoothly passing through the junction.
This process is similar to the uphill motion of the car. Speci-
cally, when the car is at a low speed, the effect of the wettability
gradient force is similar to that of lowering the gear, which
enhances the car driving force. At this point, one cycle of motion
of the drop/car is completed, and the drop/car reaches the
endpoint of the track with a high velocity aer multiple cycles.
The gradient hydrophobic background of the CWP is crucial to
improve the transport of droplets, and the wettability gradient
arises from the change in the wettability of the cells. Taking the
optimal gradient hydrophobic background in our study as an
example, as shown in Fig. 1(d), the contact angle q of the
background decreases with increasing x, which is the trans-
portation distance along the CWP. In this study, the change in
wettability is achieved through the reconguration of the
surface structure, which in turn is obtained by regulating the
laser scanning speed. The relationship between the surface
structure and the background wettability as well as the related
analysis is shown in Fig. S2 and Table S3.†

To verify whether the optimization of the geometric param-
eters and the gradient hydrophobic background facilitates drop
motion at junctions, the motion of a 25 mL drop at junctions of
channels with various contact angle differences of the two
backgrounds Dq and geometric parameters was explored. The
geometric parameters considered include the narrow-side
width w1, wide-side width w2, half-wedge angle b1, and transi-
tion angle b2, which are shown in Fig. 2(e) and (f). As shown in

Fig. 2(a) and Video S1,† for a junction with
w1

w2
= 0.14 and w2 = 1

mm, the drop can pass through the SDU junction but is blocked
at the CDU junction, which means that streamlined boundaries
can assist drop motion through junctions. For a sharper junc-

tion with
w1

w2
= 0 and w2 = 1 mm, the drop can pass through the

CWP junction but is blocked at the SDU junction, as shown in
Fig. 2(b) and Video S2,† which means that the gradient hydro-
phobic background helps the drop in passing through junc-
tions. In particular, for specic b1 and w2 values, there is

a critical width ratio
w1c

w2
such that when

w1

w2
$

w1c

w2
, the drop can

pass through junctions.55 Furthermore, the effect of Dq on the
critical width ratio was investigated, and the value of the critical
width ratio decreased with the increase in Dq, as shown in
Fig. 2(c) and (d). This implies that drops can pass through
junctions with a small width ratio due to the help of Dq, which
enables small volumes of liquid to pass as drops at junctions,
thereby enhancing the efficiency of liquid transport. For the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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Fig. 1 Design concept of the CDU, SDU, and CWP, motion of a single drop on the CWP, comparison of the transport performance of different
surfaces, andwettability of a gradient hydrophobic background. (a) Design concept of the CDU, SDU, and CWP. The drop on the CWP is expected
to achieve long-distance transportation owing to the wettability gradient and curved joints of the cells. (b) Themotion process of a single drop on
the CWP is analogous to that of a car on a periodic downhill and uphill track. The drop is subjected to both the wettability gradient force and the
Laplace force at junctions, where the effect of the wettability gradient force is similar to that of lowering the gear of a car at a low speed. (c)
Comparison of the transport performance of different surfaces. The green, grey, and blue areas indicate the surfaces with the asymmetric
geometry structure, wettability gradient, and combination of the two, respectively. (d) Contact angles q at different positions along the gradient
hydrophobic background with the optimal transportation performance proposed in this study.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 10164–10173 | 10167
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Fig. 2 Effect of the contact angle difference Dq and the streamlined boundaries of channels with specific b1 and w2 values on the motion of

a single 25 mL drop at junctions. (a) Transportation processes at CDU (Dq= 0°) and SDU (Dq= 0°) junctions with
w1

w2
= 0.14 andw2= 1mm showing

the drop being blocked and passing, respectively. This implies that the streamlined channel favors the drop passage through junctions. (b)

Transportation processes at SDU (Dq = 0°) and CWP (Dq = 58.7°) junctions with
w1

w2
= 0 and w2 = 1 mm showing the drop being blocked and

passing, respectively. This implies that Dq favors the drop passage through junctions. (c), (d) relationship between
w1c

w2
and Dq at w2 = 1.5 and 1

mm. The critical w1c means the smallest narrow-side width that can realize the continuous liquid transportation at a given w2. The results show
that the increase in Dq can reduce the critical width ratio and that both curved joints and a smaller w2 can increase the size of the passing area,
which means that drops can pass through junctions with a small width ratio. (e–g) Force analysis of a single drop located at the CDU, SDU, and
CWP junctions. The hysteresis resistance force FH acts on the blue lines. The curved joint in Fig. 2(f) reduces the hysteresis force component
along the transport direction of the drop at the junction compared with the junction in Fig. 2(e). In contrast to the design in Fig. 2(f), the gradient
hydrophobic background in Fig. 2(g) causes the drop to be subjected to an additional wettability gradient force at the junction.

10168 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 10164–10173 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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channel with streamlined boundaries, the relationship between
w1c

w2
and Dq for b1 = 0.15° and w2 = 1 mm, which is shown in

Fig. 2(d), is as follows:

w1c

w2

¼ �0:03þ 589:42 
1þ e

�
Dqþ276:53

34:10

�! ð�11:6� #Dq# 58:7�Þ (1)

We performed the following experiments to verify eqn (1).
For a channel with Dq = 15.84° and w2 = 1 mm, the critical w1c

according to the aforementioned equation is around 0.08 mm.
We fabricated two samples with w1= 0.1 mm and w1= 0.06 mm
and found that drops in a channel with Dq= 15.84°, w2= 1mm,
and w1 = 0.1 mm can cross junctions, while drops in a channel
with Dq = 15.84°, w2 = 1 mm, and w1 = 0.06 mm stop at
junctions. In addition, when the value of the width ratio is in
a certain area of Fig. 2(c) and (d), if drops can pass through
junctions, this area is called the “passing area”, otherwise it is
called the “blockage area”. Compared with channels with w2 =

1.5 mm, channels with w2 = 1 mm have a larger passing area,
and streamlined boundaries can also play a role in increasing
the size of the passing area.

To illustrate the fundamental mechanism of the status of the
drop motion at junctions, force analyses were conducted on
Fig. 3 Transportation processes of a single drop with a volume of 25 mL
0.20, 0.30, and 0.35° mm−1). The front end of the drop is the baseline
transportation process of the drop (k = 0° mm−1). The maximal transpo
process of the drop (k = 0.30° mm−1). Lmax is 103 mm. (c) Velocity of
hydrophobic backgrounds. For k = 0.30° mm−1, the drop velocity is slig
pronounced with increasing x. (d) Effect of k on Lmax. When k exceeds 0
increase in the hysteresis effect. For the CWPwith k= 0.30°mm−1, Lmax re
in the background without a considerable hysteresis effect.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
drops located at CDU, SDU, and CWP junctions. The main
driving force for a single drop along a wedge-shaped channel is
the Laplace force FL, which is induced by the curvature gradient
and can be expressed as:55

FL ¼
ð
d
�
2glgsinqðxÞ=wðxÞ

�
dx

SðxÞdx (2)

where S(x) denotes the cross-sectional area of the droplet, w(x)
denotes the channel width, glg is the surface tension of the
interface between liquid and gas, and q(x) is the contact angle of
the drop along the boundary between the hydrophobic and
hydrophilic regions. In the liquid transportation process, the
resistance experienced by the drop is mainly due to the
hysteresis resistance force FH induced by the pinning of contact
lines and the viscosity force FV. However, the latter is small and
can thus be ignored because drops move on super-hydrophilic
channels aer pre-wetting. As shown in Fig. 2(e) and (f),
a single drop at the CDU and SDU junctions is subjected to the
hysteresis resistance force FH and the Laplace force FL. However,
compared with the sharp CDU boundaries, the SDU stream-
lined boundaries with rounded corners lead to a smaller
hysteresis resistance force. These boundaries can be simplied
to streamlined boundaries without rounded corners, as shown
in Fig. S3(a),† and the hysteresis resistance force in the x
direction acting at boundaries can be expressed as:55
on different CWPs with different average wettability gradients (k = 0,
for the measurement of the displacement. (a) Digital images of the

rtation distance Lmax is 71 mm. (b) Digital images of the transportation
the drop at different positions along channels with different gradient
htly higher than on other surfaces, and the advantage becomes more
.30° mm−1, the value of Lmax decreases as an increase in k causes an
aches its maximum value because there is a sizable wettability gradient

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 10164–10173 | 10169
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Fig. 4 Transportation of drops on different channels. (a) Schematics of the digital images of the continuous transportation of drops (5 mL per
drop) along the vertical long-distance straight channel and the inclined straight channel. (b) Digital images of the drop identification process (25
mL per drop) in the horizontal four-reservoir channel. (c) Digital images of the transportation process of a single drop (25 mL) along the horizontal
spiral channel.
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FH ¼ glgðw2 � w1Þ cosb1sinb2

sinðb1 þ b2Þ
ðcosqa � cosqrÞ (3)

where qa and qr are the advancing and receding contact angles,
respectively. In addition, the SDU rounded corners can limit the
hysteresis effects, as shown in Fig. S3(b1) and (b2).† The
hysteresis resistance force in the x direction acting at rounded
corners with radius R1 can be expressed as:

FRx ¼
ð
glgðcosqa � cosqrÞcos½fðxÞ�ds

¼ glgðcosqa � cosqrÞR1ðcosb2 � cosb1Þ
(4)

where 4(x) is the angle between the direction of the surface
tension and the positive direction of x, R1 is the radius of the le
side of the rounded corners (see Fig. 2(e)), and ds is the incre-
mental arc length of the le side of the rounded corners. For
a single drop at the CWP junction, it is considered that the drop
not only contacts the boundary between the hydrophobic region
and the hydrophilic region but also partially contacts the
10170 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 10164–10173
gradient hydrophobic background, as shown in Fig. S3(c1) and
(c2).† This leads to the generation of the wettability gradient
force FW due to the imbalance of the surface tension at contact
lines, which can be expressed as:42

FW = pr2glgk sinq (5)

where r is the base radius of the droplet, and k =
Dq

L
is the

average wettability gradient (with L being the total background
length). As shown in Fig. 2(g), at the CWP junction, the resultant
force F can be written as:

F = FW + FL − FH (6)

Furthermore, for achieving long-distance transportation of
drops, the gradient hydrophobic background, which consists of
multiple cells with different wettability properties, was used as
the substrate, and the inuence of the average wettability
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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gradient k on the drop transportation distance was explored.
The transportation processes of a single drop with a volume of
25 mL on different CWPs with different average wettability
gradients (k= 0, 0.20, 0.30, and 0.35° mm−1) are shown in Video
S3,† and the wetting performances at different cells of back-
grounds with various k values are presented in Table S5.† The
designs of the channels with k = 0° mm−1 and k > 0° mm−1 are
shown in Fig. S4,† and the geometrical parameters of the super-
hydrophilic channels are listed in Table S4.† As shown in
Fig. 3(a) and (b), the drop stops moving on the background with
k = 0.30° mm−1 at 1120 ms, and Lmax is 103 mm, which is 45%
higher than that obtained at k= 0° mm−1 (Lmax= 71mm) and is
the highest among all investigated cases. Furthermore, the
average velocity across the whole transportation length va can
reach 92 mm s−1, which exceeds the value of 79 mm s−1 ob-
tained at k = 0° mm−1. In addition, the velocity of the drop at
different positions along the CWP with k = 0.30° mm−1 is also
slightly larger than that on the other CWPs, which conrms the
superiority of this surface regarding the droplet speed, as shown
in Fig. 3(c). More notably, Fig. 3(d) shows that Lmax rst
increases and then decreases with the increase in k. In partic-
ular, Lmax reaches the maximum at k = 0.30° mm−1, and the
decrease originates from the hysteresis effect hindering drop
motion due to the background. Fig. S5† shows that the values of
the sliding angle a and sin a of backgrounds with larger average
wettability gradients increase rapidly, which means that the
overall dynamic contact performance of backgrounds with
larger k is worse. The relationship between sin a and the
hysteresis effect is as follows:56

mgsina

w
¼ glgðcosqr � cosqaÞ (7)

where g is the force due to gravity, a is the sliding angle, and m
and w are the mass and width of the drop, respectively. From
eqn (7), it can be concluded that drops are affected by a larger
hysteresis effect on backgrounds with a larger average wetta-
bility gradient, which in turn limits their transportation
distance. Therefore, Lmax for the background with k = 0.30°
mm−1 is the largest as the wettability gradient is sizable and the
hysteresis effect generated by the backgrounds is less
pronounced.

By combining the streamlined boundaries and gradient
hydrophobic backgrounds mentioned above, the capacity of the
CWP to continuously transport liquid was further explored. As
illustrated in Fig. 4(a) and (b), super-hydrophilic channels with
complicated shapes embedded in hydrophobic backgrounds
were studied. These channels were composed of streamlined
cascaded divergent channels for liquid transportation and
reservoirs for liquid collection. The continuous transportation
of liquid can be achieved on the vertical long-distance straight
channel and the inclined straight channel with a 3° tilt angle,
which means liquid can overcome gravity in different directions
on the two channels, as shown in Fig. 4(a) as well as Videos S4
and S5.† In addition, liquid identication experiments were
performed in the four-reservoir channel, as shown in Fig. 4(b)
and Video S6.† During the experiment, a glucose solution
(colorless), an indigo carmine solution (blue, Indicator),
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
deionized water (colorless), and a sodium hydroxide solution
(colorless, pH > 13) were randomly placed in four reservoirs and
labeled T1, T2, T3, and T4 from top to bottom. The color of T2 was
blue as the comparison group, which means that T2 is the
indigo carmine solution. Aer ve drops of the indicator, the
color of T3 became light yellow, while that of the other liquids
became blue, which indicates that T3 is the sodium hydroxide
solution. This is because a sodium hydroxide solution becomes
yellow in a strong alkaline solution.57 The above results show
that the sodium hydroxide solution can be easily identied
using the four-reservoir channel. Furthermore, a single drop
with a volume of 25 mL can be transported over a distance of
72 mm along the horizontal spiral channel, as shown in Fig. 4(c)
and Video S7.†

4. Conclusion

In summary, we developed a cellular design of wettability
pattern to achieve ultralong directional drop transportation
spontaneously with a high velocity, which is composed of
a cascaded super-hydrophilic divergent channel and a gradient
hydrophobic background. Specically, the motion states of
individual drops were studied at junctions of channels with
various Dq values, and the effect of different geometric param-
eters was explored. We found that the drops are subjected to
a smaller resistance force at junctions with streamlined

boundaries, and Dq can decrease the critical width ratio
w1c

w2
,

which makes it easier for drops to pass through junctions.
Furthermore, we proposed an optimization strategy by adjust-
ing the average wettability gradient k for enhancing the drop
transportation distance. The results show that the maximal
transportation distance Lmax can reach 103 mm at k = 0.30°
mm−1 on a at plane, which is 45% higher than that obtained at
k = 0° mm−1, and the average velocity va can reach 92 mm s−1.
In addition, the continuous transportation of drops could be
achieved conveniently along the vertical long-distance straight
channel, inclined straight channel, and horizontal four-
reservoir channel. On the other hand, a single drop (25 mL)
could be transported over a long-distance along the horizontal
spiral channel. In particular, a liquid identication experiment
was performed using the four-reservoir channel. It is envisaged
that our results will provide a new design concept for liquid
transportation, which could be applied to articial uid trans-
port systems, water-collecting devices and systems, and bio-
logical detection technologies.
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